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Summary 

This altic\e presenlS the phy~ical base of the numerkal system for analyse and mod

elling acouslic lields by lUl acoostic head of arbitrary conSlruclion generaled. The system 

allows lo analyse the sending-receiving multielement ultrasound heads. Nowadays the sys

tem is be;ng expanded to analysc lhe propagation or pre$Sure wave through the acouslic 

media. Thc expansion of tht system will ąllow 10 uSt il for invesligation of biologicąj 

tissues and for mechanicąl devices monitoring. 

Keywords: ultrasound held ofan acoustlcal head, numencal modelling, lincar 5)5-
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INTROOUCTION 

413 

The main aim of Ihi s work is the presentation of the possibility of the elaboration the 

tools (theoretical and numerical) for the analyse of acoustical head oC arbitrary construction . 

The method allows lo describe an acoustical pressure wave in real mediums generated by the 

acoustical head of this kind and a crealion of the numerical model of spatial and time variation 

ofthe field behaviours [1,2,3,4]. Then, such model will be developed to construct the numer

ical model which works in reverse direction. II means that the model should be able to recreale 

the stale of lhe acoustical system basing on lhe signal which Iravellhrough the medium and on 

the changes of such signal in frequency domain. 

2. PROJECTING SYSTEM 

In present time the projecting system allows to analyse the acoustic fields produced by 

ultrasonic transducers. Basic analyse enable us to determine the pressure map in homogeneous 

medium for the far field condilion. Additionally, there is a possibility to calculate the efficiency 

of power transfer between the transducer and surrounding medium. Some of calcuhllions on 

Mason equations are based (51 and some there are the original achievement of lhe authors. 
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The elaborated system allows to analyse the 

generatjon or frequency-modulaled wave packets. 

Those packets in e.g. pulse coding are used. Such 

oplian allows to check haw the analysed head 

could work when a signal or its excjtation has a 

wide spectrum or frequencies. For these cases, 

the spatial characterislics of the radiated acousti

cal field have becn changing, because the acous

tie properties or multielements head are as a rule a 

strong function or frequency its excitation [6, 7]. 

Figure l: Idea of the geometrical analyse 

for multielemcnt acouslical head 

3, TlłEORET1CAL BACKGRQUND OF THE PROJECTlNG SYSTEM 

The theory part or the projecting system is based on the assumption that finy surfacc 

acoustical source can by approximated by a group of elementary point sources, vibrating in 

proper phases. This approach leads to modification of the Huyghen?s fonnula, that can by 

expressed us [8. 5]: 

p(P) = jpw exPJ(wt-kroll/"( vn",=(S)exp(-jk~r)dS 
211" ro Js ( I ) 

Simplification of this approach can be achieved by assuming, that the pressure dislribution is 

calculated in Fraunhoffer?s zone [8. 5, 9]. Those equations ałłow to calculate the pressure dis

tribution in medium [rom the Iransducers, and enable to get a fix on transmitting and receiving 

directivity characteristics. More extensive description on theoretical and numerical background 

can be found in prevlOUS publications [6, 7, lO]. 

To calculale the propagation or energy through Ihe acouslical system we use the linear 

representation of the system: sender-medium-receiver [II J. In this approach, Ihe acoustic pres

sure distribution from transducer is found from the convolulion bctwcen the acceleration of 

the surface of transducer and spatial impulse response. The impulse response depends on the 

relative position of the considered point in the field and the transducer. In most cases this kind 

or dcpendency makes impossible to analyticałły solve the problem and makes necessary to use 

models lO numerica1ły find the solution. 

In generał, such approach can be written in the equation [6J: 

/

+00 

U(,) = 1.(,) *X(,) = -00 h(")x(' - ")dt' (2) 

where, the het) is the Iransition funclion of a linear system of sender-medium-receiver for im

pulse excitation (sc. a spatial impulse response of acoustic linear system). 

As a result oC the analyse, the calculation of a spatial impulse response for an arbitrary 

shaped aperture oC transducer might be determined. The pressure field for such aperture S 
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moun!ed in an infinite rigid baffte ean be found by the Rayleighs? inlcgral [10]: 

(3) 

whcre: v" is the normai velocity of the clemenlary pans of a transducer surfacc. The above 

equation assumes, th:!! aecording to the Huyghens? prineiple che radiated field can be found by 

imegralillg the coutributions from all smali areas on the surface of the transducer. This approach 

assumes also that the propagation occur in a homogenous medium and that no attenuation tałes 

place. AfteT convening this equation and introducing the velocity potential '-li in a form of 

110, I ą 

<11",'1 ~ -Ni",'1 (4) 

and, 

"'i~ 'I Mi", t) Po"-, =-p Ot (5) 

$0. after assuming that the surface normai velocity is uniform on an entire transducer one can 

write down thc velocity potenlial as; 

(6) 

where, che integral is Ihe spatial impulse response of Ihe system: 

(7) 

This approach was proposed by P. Slepanishen [lO] and later u~ed by J.A. Jemen in the 

papers [11,12]. The authors of Ihis wark propose the expansion of Ihis approach and treal 

Clllire acouslic system as a set of etementary elcments. Each element represents onc physical 

phenomenon, e.g. reflection from same ohstacle ar radiation of a pressure wave by a trans

ducer. Each phenomenon is characterize by its irnpulse responsc (the transfer function). Such 

approaeh facililales the numerkal analyse and makes possible 10 lrack an cnergy propagation 

in the syslem. 

4. VISUALlSAT!ONS 

Thc importan! part of the elaboraled numerica! syslem is its visualisation module. Therc 

is great emphasis on proper visualisations of calcu!ated data of analysed acoustic field [6, 13]. 

In case of divcrse, three-dimensional characteristics, specia! methods has 10 be used. In the 

system there are several means of the dale presentation. They encapsulate: 

classical twa dimensiona! directivity characteristics in polar coordinates, 

three Jimensional directivit} characteristics in spherical coordinates, 
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two and three dimensional intensity map, 

dynamie visualisations which allows tracking ar acoustic field changes 

In the Fig.2, as an example the spalial characterislic or acouslic field (acollstic pressure), gen

eraled by the head. composed or six round Iransducers. 

Figure 2: The acoustic field generatcd by the head, composed or ninetcen round transduccrs 

5. FEATURES OF THE NUMERtCAL PRQJECTION SYSTEM 

The system is naw expanded and focused on calculation or the acollstic waves propa

galion. Our aim is a system which allow us 10 analyse the propagation ar acouSl iC wave in 

complex set. The basic pans or the system allows, (or will allow in near future ), the following 

ca1culations: 

translating the electrical excitation into mechanical vibrations for the acoustical head 

which consists of simply transducers for their arbitrary configuration, 

deseribing mechanical vibrations considering apodization and othcr than piston move

ments, 

excitation of energy into surrounding medium with proper directivity characteristic, 

propagation of the wavc in homogeneous, linear medium, 

refraction and retlection of the wave on the different acoustical impedances 

recording of the acoustical field by a transducer and the transfonnation of acoustical 

signal in the voltage response 
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Those features of the analysing numerkal system will be applied in projecting or the seJf

adopting ultrasound head. The main target of this investigation is elaboration the numerkal 

model of such acouslical heads as weJl as elaboration of a prototype of the ultrasound system 

which could be able lo delennine the properties of sending-receiving elements reacl cucrcntly 

on random diSlurbanees in an aeouslieal system. 

6. EXPER1MENTAL VERIACATION 

The experimenlal veriłieation, WhlCh has been partially rulfilled, will enclose: 

l. measurcments or the acouslkal signals in a slabie, well described and known cnviron

ment in Ihe configuration 0[; 

- direet transmission, 

indiree! with reflection from well described and simpic obSlacle, 

indireel with several reflection elements 

2. measurcments of Ihe signal in ftoating environment cQncentraled on: 

stability of Ihe model in various mediums and under different physical eondilions, 

repeatability of calculated and galeTed data 

J. verification or the eocrelation of experimental resulls with Ihe data obtained from the 

numerkal model 

4. measuremcnts in biolagicaJ structures oriented on: 

imaging or physical paramclers of biologieal tissues, 

loealisation or {he areas with properties important for medical diagnostic. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The main aim ar the first part of this work was Ihe erealion or system Ihat will be able 10 

theoretically calculate the distribulion of acoustie pressure caused by ultrasound multielemenl 

head . This kind of analyses allow us lo estimale the dircelivily characleriSlics of Ihe ullrasound 

head under consideralion and its effectiveness. 

The system, whieh main guidelines in this work were presented, ił has been expanding 

and developing. Nowadays Ihe syslem is being expanded to analyse of the propagation of 

pressure waves in various media. lt allows to simulale Ihe behaviour of acouslie waves for 

eamplex acouslic systems (sender-medium-receiver). The system will be applied for solving 

real problems such us biologkal tissues and mechanieal devices monitoring, in near future. The 

nexl results of theoretieal and experimental invesligation will be published. 
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